
In the Know

Effects of Music by Vivian Andersen

Music, who doesn’t love music? Music is all over,

it’s what connects us. Even Harvard says, “Music is

the universal language of mankind,” New Harvard

study says music is universal language – Harvard

Gazette. Not only is music fun to jam out to but

music also has several benefits. Music gives you

something to relate to when there may be nothing

else you can relate with. Feeling down? Listen to

some tunes to brighten your mood. If you have

anxiety or depression, listen to some music and it’ll

reduce that anxiety and or depression. Music can

motivate you and help you work out better, it can

ward off fatigue, and can improve your response to

pain. Music can help with your memory and build

task endurance. Ever make up or hear a short song

to help learn or memorize something? Well that

works great to help kids learn things like the

rainbow, the alphabet, and even in Spanish they

show kids feliz navidad to teach them the words of

another language. Secondary students that are part

of the music department reported the lowest

current and lifetime use of all drugs (tobacco,

alcohol, and illicit drugs), meaning they reported

doing the lowest amount of drugs in general. Music

also helps children with learning to regulate and

process their emotions in healthy beneficial ways.

To conclude this, if you know someone who doesn’t

like music, you’re probably happier than them.

Wanna know more? MusicFacts2018final.pdf

(nammfoundation.org)

Choosing the Right Path by Jamie Brown

Deciding your path in life is super important for a

few different reasons. One reason is so you stay out

of trouble. If you do the right thing, you shouldn’t

have to worry about any kind of trouble. Another

reason is that when you know the path you are

wanting to go down, it’ll help keep you motivated.

When you know what you want to do with your

future, you will do everything you can to make it

happen. It is also important to set goals for

yourself. Those goals can be short or long term.

Choosing the right path is important because one

wrong decision can set you down a completely

different path that can cause a lot of problems later

on in life.

Depp vs. Heard Case by Madison DeMarois

After Johnny Depp and his ex-wife Amber Heard

split in 2016, Amber said to the Washington Post in

2018 that she survived domestic abuse. Depp is

suing for $50 million dollars in damages, and he

also denies hitting Heard. Amber is countersuing
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for $100 million dollars. She claimed the only time

she was violent with Johnny was in self-defense.

Depp also called her ex-lover CEO of Tesla Elon

Musk to the stand to testify.

Heard accused Deep of being a “monster,” hitting

her repeatedly during drug-induced rages, breaking

furniture, even putting her feces on his side of their

bed for him to find and many more. Johnny

claimed that Heard punched him the night he lost

$650 million dollars. Amber admitted to hitting

Johnny in a phone recording. Depp also accused

Heard of cutting his fingertip off by throwing a

bottle at him during a fight.

Top 10 Rarest Diseases: Part The Second By

Tristan Frossard

Just a little preface, these are the real top 5 rarest

diseases, the other article was numbers 10-6.

1. Methemoglobinemia

This disease was discovered in 1943 and causes

elevated levels of methemoglobin causing red blood

cells to be less efficient at relicing O2 into tissue. It

also causes: Blueish coloration of the skin,

shortness of breath, headaches and dizziness, loss

of hairlines, changes in mental status, fatigue and

exercise intolerance, anemia, cardiovascular and

lung disease, bacteria and toxins in the tissues,

seizures and Coma. No awareness day but there is

some extensive medical testing being done by

metHB. Treatment is limited to supplemental O2,

or a drug called Methylene Blue.

2. Morgellons

We got a whole awareness month for this one, that

being February. Causing Itchiness, crawling,

stinging and biting sensations, black hairs, threads

or specks on or under the skin, Rashes and sores,

Memory loss and confusion, changes in vision. The

treatment is therapy, topical treatment for the skin

condition, and mental things like anxiety and

depression. This was mentioned first back in

France in the 1600’s, but the officaish discovery

date is early 2000’s.

3. Fibrodysplasia ossificans progressive AKA

Stoneman’s Disease

This is my personal favorite rare disease. I mean

it’s horrible what it does, but from an outsider's

perspective it’s kinda cool. It more or less over time

turns your muscles to bone. April 23rd is the

awareness day. Discovered in the 1970’s there is no

cure or surgery, if the ossified muscle is removed

surgically it will grow back and be much worse.

Trama can and will speed up the process of turning

muscle to bone. It causes: Malformation of the big

toe in newborns, painful fibrous

nodules/tumor-like swellings, over the neck, back

and shoulders, joint stiffness, low-grade fever,

muscles replaced by bone tissue.

4.Kuru

No awareness day, or treatment. This disease was

discovered in the 1950's-60's at epidemic levels.

Causing: Tremors and muscle jerks (Kuru is the

Fore tribe’s word for ‘shiver’), headaches and arm

and leg pain, difficulty walking and swallowing,

progressive and severe coordination problems.

There is one way to prevent getting this disease,

and it’s really simple: don’t solve world hunger and

overpopulation at the same time by cannibalism.

5. Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome

(HGPS)

There are multiple organizations who organize

fundraisers. There is no true cure, though a cancer

drug called Lonafarnib does help a bit. This disease

causes rapid aging and cuts the life expectancy

down from about 87 years to 13 along with:

Baldness and enlarged heads with small faces,

limited motion, hardening of the arteries, growth

delays, hip dislocations and other debilitating

symptoms. Being discovered in 1886 there is a

second variation that was discovered in 1897.

The World We Live In

Mt Everest by Tanner Mcdonald

Mt Everest is the highest point on Earth and one

of the toughest, if not the toughest, place to climb.

Mount Everest is the highest of the Himalayan

mountains and at 8,849 meters or (29,032 feet). In

the nineteenth century, the mountain was named

after George Everest, a former Surveyor General of



India. The first ever recorded people to climb

Everest were Edmund Hillary a mountaineer from

New Zealand and his Tibetan guide Tenzing

Norgay. They climbed the mountain in 1953 and

hold the record together. The first records of

Everest’s height came much earlier, in 1856. British

surveyors recorded that Everest was the tallest

peak in the world in their Great Trigonometrical

Survey of the Indian subcontinent. So, overall, you

probably shouldn't climb this mountain.

Crabbing by Thomas Fortier

Crabbing is a very fun hobby. The primary season

for all crab species is October to January. You can

crab pretty much anywhere as long as you're on a

piece of public ocean. It is recommended to set

your crab pots in shallower water considering how

deep the ocean is. How do crab pots work? Crab

pots work by using the crabs instinct to trap itself.

It lures the crab with bait into the large cage

through strategically placed openings that they can

enter but not escape. Crabbing is probably one of

the easiest ways to get food. Drop your crab pot and

let it sit for one to two days and check back. Thanks

for reading!

Entertainment Corner

GTA 6 by Elain Chaney

GTA 6 is a game developed by Rockstar Games

and has confirmed settling years of rumor and

speculation in the fan community. The

announcement was made in February 2022 with

Rockstar stating that work on the next game in the

Grand Theft Auto series is not only happening it’s

actually “well underway.”.However, at this point, it

really does just feel like a formal confirmation of

something everyone knew was happening anyway.

GTA 6 is a real game that we’ll one day be able to

play.

Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man

Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man was

filmed in 1991. The actor that played Harley

Davidson is Mickey Rourke. Harley Davidson is

alive and well. However, Marlboro Man (Don

Johnson) died in 1995 of lung cancer. The bikes

used in the movie were a 1989 Honda PC 800 and a

1989 FXLR.

In the movie, their rules of life were:

1. Never rob a bank by bigger crooks than you.

2. Never shoot pool with your own balls.

3. Never dive from the 20th floor unless the pool is

full.

4. Never give an inch when a 2 by 4 will do.

5. Never pick up a girl if you can’t lift her

boyfriend.

6. Never ride a Brahma bull when a bus is

available.

7. Never go into a bar unless you're willing to get

smashed.

8. Never forget, clothes make the man, especially

when they’re bulletproof.

9. Never spit into the wind while on your

motorcycle.


